1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In a general synthesis process of biomedical materials, researchers usually draw on previous experience or others work from published papers to adjust their own experimental parameters and expectations for the desired results \[[@bib1]\]. This trial-and-error method is obviously very time and funding consuming \[[@bib2],[@bib3]\]. In addition, it is common that researchers around the world execute diverse synthetic methods to obtain the same sample, and they usually focus on a single aspect and neglect profound and systematic research, which is a huge waste of resources. Additionally, with technological development, this method that requires a long R&D cycle will lead to obsoletion \[[@bib1]\].

High-throughput technology has thereby emerged in this context \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7]\]. This technique involves parallel synthesis and characterization of materials, leading to minimized product development cycles, quickly attainable results, an increase in research efficiency, workflow optimization and accelerated innovation \[[@bib8],[@bib9]\]. Many remarkable achievements have been made in recent decades, for instance, the platform designed to run automation-friendly coupling reactions to resize the screening of over 1500 reactions per day using only 0.02 mg of material per reaction \[[@bib10]\] or the platform for automated nanomole-scale reaction screening produced by Pfizer, which allows the generation of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry data for 5760 reactions per day \[[@bib11]\]. However, these platforms also require large-scale high-throughput facilities and have large burdens in terms of placement and maintenance, which are unaffordable for most labs \[[@bib12]\]. Microfluidic technology is, on the other hand, a rapid, reliable and cost-effective method which provides a powerful tool for screening biomedical materials on a single microchip with little reagents at defined time \[[@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]\]. Miniaturizing the many thousands of assay reactions and replacing robotic automation with integrated microfluidic handling aim to deliver a powerful, unbiased mode of discovery \[[@bib12],[@bib16]\]. The small volume of the microchip results in a remarkable saving of chemicals and an efficient way to save time \[[@bib17],[@bib18]\]. As for microarray chips, the in-situ reaction synthesis enables rapid mixing of reagents and accurate determination of experimental conditions.

Calcium phosphates (CaP) are the most important inorganic constituents of biological hard tissues such as bones and teeth \[[@bib19],[@bib20]\], the properties of good biocompatibility, bioactivity, biodegradability and convenience for surface modification allow CaP to be an intriguing topic in biomedical areas such as gene delivery and tissue engineering \[[@bib21]\] and these properties are highly influenced by the micro/nanostructure of calcium phosphates. In this paper, a 6 × 6 microarray platform was designed and parallel experiments with similar reaction conditions can be carried out on this platform simultaneously, while a specific parameter of concern varies in broad range which could produce a series of aiming samples for screening in a single experiment. And we used this designed platform for rapid screening of the experimental conditions pivotal to the production of micro/nanosized calcium phosphates particles, stable and calculable gradients of Ca/P concentration ratio and NaOH concentration were generated by adding solutions into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) chips with different hole depths. This technique helps to quickly identify the condition range for generating CaP structures with specific morphologies and guiding for the high-volume production with optimized reaction conditions.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Chemicals and materials {#sec2.1}
----------------------------

Calcium nitrate tetrahydrate \[Ca(NO~3~)~2~·4(H~2~O)\] and ammonium phosphate dibasic \[(NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~\] were both purchased from Sigma--Aldrich and used as received. Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, 3.57 M) was purchased from Aladdin. Lemon and brilliant blue mixed colors were obtained from Shanghai Dyestuffs Research Institute Co., Ltd. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) prepolymer (Dowsil TM 184 silicone elastomer kit) was obtained from Dow Europe GmbH. The water used in all reactions was deionized water.

2.2. Fabrication of the screening chip {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------------

PDMS chip1 and chip2 were fabricated by molding against a metal mold with a 6 × 6 micropillar array, and the diameter of the micropillars was 1 mm, while the heights of the micropillars increased from 500 μm to 2500 μm with a 400 μm height difference between two adjacent pillars (the heights of the micropillars in each column were 500, 900, 1300, 1700, 2100 and 2500 μm, and the heights of the micropillars in each row were the same). PDMS chip3 and chip4 were fabricated by molding against another metal mold with a location-matched 6 × 6 micropillar array, while the diameter and height of the micropillars were both 1500 μm. The angle between the upper section of the pillars and the horizontal plane was approximately 3.81°, and the distance between the centers of two adjacent pillars was 6 mm.

A mixture (uncured PDMS) of a silicon elastomer base and a curing agent at a certain ratio (= 12:1 *w*/*w*) was prepared and degassed before being poured into a clean culture dish with a metal mold and a silicon substrate as displayed in [Figs. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information. For PDMS chip1 and PDMS chip3 with partially perforated holes, molding I required that the poured uncured PDMS cover the top edge of the metal mold base before degassing; for molding II, over approximately 2 mm of uncured PDMS should cover the metal mold before vacuuming. As for PDMS chip2 and chip4 with fully perforated holes, a silicon substrate (40 × 40 × 0.725 mm^3^) was also necessary during the manufacture process. In molding I, the poured uncured PDMS should be enough to cover the whole silicon substrate; after vacuuming for approximately 15 min, more uncured PDMS was required to cover the lower edge of the metal mold base in molding II before degassing. For all the uncured PDMS chips, a heating process (65 °C in a drying oven for 2 h) was executed after degassing, and then, after cutting off the superfluous cured PDMS, the desired PDMS chips were preserved in sealed clean culture dishes prior to use. Photographs of PDMS chip1 (left) and chip2 (right) are displayed in [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information and design drawing of flipped over PDMS chip1 fixed on a PMMA block, with PDMS chip2 fixed on a silicon substrate at the bottom is displayed in [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information.

2.3. Generation of reagent concentration gradient {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------

In this screening platform, the core design is to generate a concentration gradient by mixing solutions with different volumes, and a series of mixed solutions with different reactant concentrations thereby emerged in the microreactors (as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The reactant concentration in each microreactor could be determined by calculation. A colorant mixing experiment (shown in [Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information) was carried out to obtain a visible and intuitive gradient formation result by adding 1 g/L brilliant blue pigment into PDMS chip1 and adding lemon pigment with the same mass concentration into PDMS chip2; a plasma treatment for 3 min should be implemented before adding any solutions due to the hydrophobic surface of the PDMS chips so that the solution could flow into the holes of the PDMS chips. We used 1 mL syringes to remove the air bubbles inside the holes and filter paper to absorb extra solution on the surface of the PDMS chips. Furthermore, the metal molds used for fabrication of PDMS chips were manufactured according to the same CAD drawing so that the holes in the PDMS chips could be precisely aligned, and as a result, sealed microreactors were generated. After merging PDMS chip1 and PDMS chip2 (the deepest holes in PDMS chip1 aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2), the combined PDMS chips were left standing for 2 h at room temperature to ensure complete diffusion between the color solutions.Fig. 1Schematic overview of fabricating microreactors on a silicon substrate: PDMS chip1 with partially perforated holes and PDMS chip2 with fully perforated holes fixed on a silicon substrate; a reactant solution was added into PDMS chip1, while another reactant solution was added into PDMS chip2; the reaction was initiated immediately after mixing of the solutions in the contact holes from the opposing PDMS chips (the deepest holes in PDMS chip1 aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2); a precipitated product array could be found on the silicon substrate after reaction.Fig. 1

Because of the difficulties of precise manual alignment of matching holes, we also designed a support system that contained a plastic base with a lug boss (4 × 4 × 0.1 cm^3^), an outer square frame (inner dimensions 4 × 4 × 2.5 cm^3^) and a locator (4 × 4 × 0.5 cm^3^) that possessed four cylinders (ϕ = 0.9 mm; H = 0.5 mm) with positions matched to those of the micropillars on the metal molds at the four corners. By locating the PDMS chip on the locator and pressing the locator inside the square frame while a silicon substrate or a PMMA block (4 × 4 × 0.5 cm^3^) with a smooth surface was placed on the lug boss of the plastic base, we could adhere the PDMS chip on the silicon or PMMA block at a specific location as well as the hole-array on the PDMS chip. The support system was also indispensable during the mixing and reaction process to ensure that the holes of the opposing PDMS chips were matched, as shown in [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information. A weight (500 g) was placed on the PMMA block to ensure better contact between the PDMS chips.

2.4. High-throughput screening of the concentrations of reactants for calcium phosphates synthesis {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By placing PDMS chip1 on the locator and pressing the other side of the locator inside the square frame fixed on the plastic base with a PMMA block on the lug boss, PDMS chip1 could be fixed on the PMMA block. PDMS chip2 could be fixed on a silicon substrate through the same procedure. After treatment with plasma for 3 min, a 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution was added to PDMS chip2, while a 0.06 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was added to PDMS chip1. 1 mL syringes were used to remove the air bubbles inside the holes, and filter paper was used to remove extra solution on the surface of the PDMS chips. First, PDMS chip2 fixed on the silicon substrate containing the (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution was placed on the lug boss inside the square frame. Then, PDMS chip1 fixed on the PMMA block containing the Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was quickly flipped over in the right direction so that the deepest holes in PDMS chip1 aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2, and the PMMA block was pressed into the square frame (thereby establishing a horizontal C~Ca~/C~P~ concentration ratio gradient; C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.5/0.5; 2.1/0.9; 1.7/1.3; 1.3/1.7; 0.9/2.1; and 0.5/2.5). The entire system was wrapped in preservative film and placed on a shaking table at 37 °C to obtain a better mixing effect, while a weight (500 g) was placed on the PMMA block to ensure better contact between the PDMS chips. The reaction was triggered immediately after the two solutions came into contact, and calcium phosphates began to form. After 24 h, the entire system was removed from the shaking table, the preservative film was removed, and the system was placed into a vacuum drying oven for drying. Then, the entire system was soaked in deionized water for 3 days, and the deionized water was changed per day to remove soluble impurities. Then, the PDMS chips were peeled off, and the formed calcium phosphates structure was left at the generation positions on the silicon substrate for SEM and other characterization.

In the initial experiment, we built a horizontal concentration ratio gradient (C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.5/2.5; 0.9/2.1; 1.3/1.7; 1.7/1.3; 2.1/0.9; and 2.5/0.5). We also demonstrated an orthogonal C~Ca~/C~P~ concentration ratio gradient, as listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. To manipulate the concentration ratio gradient, after adding 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ to PDMS chip2 and 0.06 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ to PDMS chip1, PDMS chip1 fixed on the PMMA block was quickly flipped over in a specific direction so that the end of PDMS chip1 with the deepest holes aligned with the deepest holes in PDMS chip2 and the other end of PDMS chip1 with the deepest holes aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2, and vice versa. Then, the PMMA block was pressed into the square frame. Except for the opposing PDMS chip alignment direction, the rest of the procedures were the same as in the preliminary experiment.Table 1Microarray platform screening of an orthogonal C~Ca~/C~P~ concentration ratio gradient.Table 1[^1]

2.5. Scale-up experiments for calcium phosphates synthesis according to screening results {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The scale-up experiments were carried out based on the initial experimental conditions; the reaction volume was increased from V~0~ = 2.355 μL to V = 15 μL (V/V~0~ ≈ 6.37). We also took solvent evaporation during the reaction into consideration, and the concentrations of both reactants were increased by six times (C~Ca~ = C~P~ = 0.36 M) in the scale-up experiments. Briefly, V~Ca~ μL of a 0.36 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was added into 0.5 mL EP tubes containing V~P~ μL of a 0.36 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution, and the volume ratio between the two solutions in each scale-up experiment was matched to the volume ratio between the two solutions in the chip screening experiment (V~Ca~ + V~P~ = 15 μL: V~Ca1~ = 12.5 μL, V~P1~ = 2.5 μL, V~Ca1~/V~P1~ = 2.5/0.5; V~Ca2~ = 10.5 μL, V~P2~ = 4.5 μL, V~Ca2~/V~P2~ = 2.1/0.9; V~Ca3~ = 8.5 μL, V~P3~ = 6.5 μL, V~Ca3~/V~P3~ = 1.7/1.3; V~Ca4~ = 6.5 μL, V~P4~ = 8.5 μL, V~Ca4~/V~P4~ = 1.3/1.7; V~Ca5~ = 4.5 μL, V~P5~ = 10.5 μL, V~Ca5~/V~P5~ = 0.9/2.1; V~Ca6~ = 2.5 μL, V~P6~ = 12.5 μL, V~Ca6~/V~P6~ = 0.5/2.5). The reaction tubes were placed on a shaking table at 37 °C for 24 h, after which the supernatant liquid in the EP tubes was removed, and the precipitates were washed and dispersed by deionized water, then dripped on filter paper to remove soluble impurities and air dried. The dried precipitates were collected for SEM and other characterization.

2.6. High-throughput screening the concentration of additive reagent for calcium phosphates synthesis {#sec2.6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To introduce multiple reagents into the research, we also designed another metal mold to fabricate PDMS chip3 and chip4, in which the holes had a uniform depth (1500 μm), as mentioned earlier. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the general procedure for the application of this platform to additive agent concentration screening. By placing PDMS chip1 on the locator and pressing the other side of the locator inside the square frame fixed on the plastic base with a PMMA block on the lug boss, PDMS chip1 could be fixed on the PMMA block. PDMS chip3 was fixed on another PMMA block by the same method. The chips were both treated with plasma for 3 min, and then, a 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution (pH adjusted to 4.51) was added into PDMS chip3, while a mixed solution contained 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and 0.070 M NaOH was added into PDMS chip1. 1 mL syringes were used to remove the air bubbles inside the holes, and filter paper was used to absorb extra solution on the surface of the PDMS chips. Then, PDMS chip3 fixed on one of the PMMA blocks was placed on the lug boss inside the square frame, and PDMS chip1 containing the mixed solution fixed on the other PMMA block was quickly flipped over and pressed into the square frame. The whole system was wrapped in preservative film and left standing at room temperature for 2 h to ensure complete diffusion between the solutions, while a weight (500 g) was placed on the PMMA block to ensure better contact and sealing effect between the PDMS chips. Subsequently, PDMS chip4 was fixed on a silicon substrate using another support system and treated with plasma for 3 min. A 0.10 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was then added to PDMS chip4, 1 mL syringe was used to remove the air bubbles inside the holes, and filter paper was used to remove extra solution on the surface of the PDMS chip. Meanwhile, the preservative film wrapped around the support system was removed, and the adhered PDMS chips were removed from the support system. Then, PDMS chip1 was peeled off from PDMS chip3. The holes in PDMS chip3 now contained a mixed solution with 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and a concentration gradient of NaOH solution (the NaOH concentration was 0.0175, 0.0263, 0.0325, 0.0372, 0.0408; and 0.0438 M from the holes contacting the 500 μm wells to the holes contacting the 2500 μm wells in PDMS chip1, and the NaOH concentration in each microreactor was determined by calculation). After that, PDMS chip4 containing the 0.10 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution fixed on the silicon substrate was placed on the lug boss inside the square frame; then, PDMS chip3 containing a mixed solution of (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and a NaOH concentration gradient fixed on the PMMA block was quickly flipped over, and the PMMA block was pressed into the square frame. The whole system was then wrapped in preservative film and placed on a shaking table at 37 °C to obtain a better mixing effect, while a weight (500 g) was placed on the PMMA block to ensure better contact between the PDMS chips. The reaction was triggered immediately after the two solutions came into contact, and calcium phosphates began to form. After 24 h, the entire system was removed from the shaking table, the preservative film was removed, and the system was placed into a vacuum drying oven for drying. Then, the entire system was soaked in deionized water for 3 days, and the deionized water was changed per day to remove soluble impurities. Then, the PDMS chips were peeled off, and the formed calcium phosphates structure was left at the generation positions on the silicon substrate for SEM and other characterization. We also built another NaOH concentration gradient by adding a 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution (pH adjusted to 7.00) into PDMS chip3, while a mixed solution containing 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and 0.225 M NaOH was added into PDMS chip1, and thereby, a small NaOH concentration gradient (0.0563, 0.0844, 0.1045, 0.1195, 0.1313; and 0.1406 M) was formed. The remaining procedures remained the same. The pH of the mixed 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and NaOH solution in separate holes was tested by a pH meter.

2.7. Characterization {#sec2.7}
---------------------

SEM images of samples were taken by a MERLIN FE-SEM (field emission scanning electron microscope) from Carl Zeiss after the samples were coated with Pt for 60 s, and X-ray diffraction (XRD) results were obtained using an Empyrean (PANalytical B. V) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.540598 nm), while the Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectra were characterized using the KBr direct compression method with a CCR-1Thermo Nicolet spectrometer.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} presents the general procedure for the application of the designed platform to reactant concentration screening, and the fabrication process of the PDMS chips is shown in [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information and introduced in detail in the materials and methods section. Briefly, two PDMS chips containing a cylindrical hole array with a depth gradient (the depths of the holes in each column were 500, 900, 1300, 1700, 2100 and 2500 μm and in each row were the same) were combined and adhered on a silicon substrate; therefore, a two-dimensional array of microreactors was formed. PDMS chip1 with partially perforated holes contained solution A (C~A0~), while PDMS chip2 with fully perforated holes, which was fixed on a silicon substrate, contained solution B (C~B0~); then, PDMS chip1 was quickly flipped over in the right direction so that the deepest holes in PDMS chip1 aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2 (as displayed in [Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information) and was placed on PDMS chip2. Upon mixing of the solutions in matched holes, the reaction was triggered immediately after the two solutions came into contact, and since there were depth differences between the holes, a horizontal concentration ratio gradient (C~A~/C~B~) formed ([Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in Supplementary Information). After the reaction, the precipitated target products were found on the silicon substrate at the corresponding microreactor position, which means that we could obtain a product array for SEM and other characterization. Furthermore, the reactant concentration could be determined by calculation according to the equation below:

C~X~ is the concentration of solution X in the microreactor; d~X~ is the depth of the holes in the PDMS chip containing solution X, d~Y~ is the depth of the holes in the PDMS chip containing solution Y, and C~X0~ is the concentration of solution X initially added into the PDMS chip. For instance, the concentration of solution A was 1/6 C~A0~ \[C~A~ = 500 μm/(500 + 2500 μm) C~A0~\], while the concentration of solution B was 5/6 C~B0~ \[C~B~ = 2500 μm/(2500 + 500 μm) C~B0~\] for the red circled microreactor in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

[Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information shows a conceptual graph of the application of the support system we designed to overcome the difficulties of manually aligning matching holes, and the details were also introduced in the materials and methods section. Typically, this support system contained three parts: a plastic base, an outer square frame and a locator that possessed four cylinders with positions matched to those of the micropillars on the metal molds at the four corners. By locating the PDMS chip on the locator and pressing the locator inside the square frame with a silicon substrate or a PMMA block at the bottom on the plastic base, we could adhere the PDMS chip onto the silicon or PMMA block with a fixed position. The support system could also help ensure that the holes of the opposing PDMS chips were matched during the mixing and reaction process. The dark-red cylinder was a weight (500 g) used to ensure better contact and sealing effect between the PDMS chips.

3.1. High-throughput screening of the concentrations of reactants for calcium phosphates synthesis {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the application of the designed screening platform, we investigated the synthesis of calcium phosphates micro/nanostructures because calcium phosphate is the prime inorganic mineral component in hard tissues of the human body, such as bones and teeth, and has been widely used as a biomedical material due to its properties of good biocompatibility, bioactivity and biodegradability. Calcium phosphates (CaP) micro/nanostructures were synthesized by a wet chemical precipitation process \[[@bib22]\]; briefly, they were prepared by mixing a Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution with an (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution. We could obtain calcium phosphates micro/nanostructures with potentially different morphologies by screening the concentration ratio of different solutions using this platform.

As shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, PDMS chip1 with partially perforated holes containing a 0.06 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was quickly flipped over in the right direction so that the deepest holes in PDMS chip1 aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2 and was placed on PDMS chip2, which held a 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution. The reaction was triggered immediately after the two solutions came into contact, and the system was placed on a shaking table at 37 °C for 24 h. After reaction, the silicon substrate was washed and dried to obtain the desired CaP sediments. The silicon substrate with the samples was then coated with Pt for SEM scanning.

[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows SEM images of the CaP structures synthesized by this microarray platform when screening the concentration ratio between two vital reactants \[Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~\]. The concentration ratio of each microreactor was calculated following equation [(1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, and from [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A--[F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the concentration ratio C~Ca~/C~P~ (=Ca/P, as the concentrations of solution Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ were both 0.06 M, the concentration ratio C~Ca~/C~P~ was equal to Ca/P molar ratio) was 2.5/0.5, 2.1/0.9, 1.7/1.3, 1.3/1.7, 0.9/2.1 and 0.5/2.5. As shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, when the calcium concentration was relatively low, flower-like clusters ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F) with a diameter of approximately 1 μm were generated, and the flower self-assembled structures were constituted by bunches of irregular and extremely thin flakes in all directions. The flower-like clusters became looser, the diameters of the clusters shrunk to micron-sized, and the flake unit also shrunk when the calcium concentration was increased. When C~Ca~/C~P~ was increased to 1.7/1.3, the assembled unit changed from irregular flakes to a strip structure. With a further increase of the calcium concentration, the flower-like clusters were covered by strip structures, and the width and aspect ratio of the strip structures significantly increased. When C~Ca~/C~P~ reached 5, the flower-like structures completely disappeared, and the main morphology of the CaP structure was a stack of wide (≈200 nm) and long (several microns) strips ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Fig. 2SEM images of CaP structures for screening of the concentration ratio between two vital reactants \[Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~\] with a gradient using the microarray platform: (**A**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.5/0.5; (**B**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.1/0.9; (**C**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 1.7/1.3; (**D**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 1.3/1.7; (**E**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.9/2.1; (**F**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.5/2.5.Fig. 2

In the abovementioned experiment, we built a horizontal concentration ratio gradient of the two vital reactants (C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.5/0.5; 2.1/0.9; 1.7/1.3; 1.3/1.7; 0.9/2.1; and 0.5/2.5). We also demonstrated an orthogonal C~Ca~/C~P~ concentration ratio gradient, as listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. After adding 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ to PDMS chip2 and 0.06 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution to PDMS chip1, PDMS chip1 fixed on a PMMA block was quickly flipped over in a specific direction so that the end of PDMS chip1 with the deepest holes aligned with the deepest holes in PDMS chip2 and the other end of PDMS chip1 with the deepest holes aligned with the shallowest holes in PDMS chip2, and vice versa. Then, the PMMA block was pressed into the square frame. Except for the opposing PDMS chip alignment direction, the rest of the procedures were the same as in the preliminary experiment.

[Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows SEM images of the CaP structures prepared through this microarray platform when screening the orthogonal concentration ratio gradient between two vital reactants \[Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~\]. The concentration ratio of each microreactor was calculated and is listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. It was obvious that when there was enough calcium component, the formed CaP structures had mainly long but extremely thin strip morphologies, usually several microns long and 200 nm wide; meanwhile, the width of the strip increased when more phosphate was added to the reaction. On the other hand, an increase in the phosphate component helped the CaP structure change from a needle-like structure to flower-like clusters when the calcium concentration was relatively low. Furthermore, for the relatively low phosphate concentration conditions, the needle-like structure gradually grew to a strip structure when the calcium concentration was increased. In addition, for the high phosphate concentration reactions, the increased calcium concentration led to flower-like clusters changing to strip structures.Fig. 3SEM images of CaP structures for screening of the orthogonal concentration ratio between two vital reactants \[Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~\] with a gradient using the microarray platform. The concentration ratio of each image is listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and is not listed here. The SEM images in the red box correspond to the CaP structures synthesized under the same conditions as in the horizontal experiments.Fig. 3

3.2. Scale-up experiments for calcium phosphates synthesis according to screening results {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the initial experimental conditions, we performed scale-up experiments, and the reaction volume was increased from V~0~ = 2.355 μL to V = 15 μL (V/V~0~ ≈ 6.37). As the solvent inside the microreactor would continuously evaporate during the reaction, which would change the reaction dynamics, we took this into consideration, and in scale-up experiments, the concentrations of both reactants were increased by six times (C~Ca~ = C~P~ = 0.36 M). These scaled-up experiments were based on a rough estimation, and the parameters might be relatively effective for low volume conditions. However, for larger reaction volumes, the authors cannot ensure the validity. Briefly, V~Ca~ μL of a 0.36 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution was added into 0.5 mL EP tubes containing V~P~ μL of a 0.36 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution, and the volume ratio between the two solutions in each scale-up experiment was matched to the volume ratio between the two solutions in the chip screening experiment (V~Ca~ + V~P~ = 15 μL: V~Ca1~ = 12.5 μL, V~P1~ = 2.5 μL, V~Ca1~/V~P1~ = 2.5/0.5; V~Ca2~ = 10.5 μL, V~P2~ = 4.5 μL, V~Ca2~/V~P2~ = 2.1/0.9; V~Ca3~ = 8.5 μL, V~P3~ = 6.5 μL, V~Ca3~/V~P3~ = 1.7/1.3; V~Ca4~ = 6.5 μL, V~P4~ = 8.5 μL, V~Ca4~/V~P4~ = 1.3/1.7; V~Ca5~ = 4.5 μL, V~P5~ = 10.5 μL, V~Ca5~/V~P5~ = 0.9/2.1; V~Ca6~ = 2.5 μL, V~P6~ = 12.5 μL, V~Ca6~/V~P6~ = 0.5/2.5). The reaction tubes were placed on a shaking table at 37 °C for 24 h, after which the supernatant liquid in the EP tubes was removed. The precipitates were washed and dispersed by deionized water, then dripped on filter paper to remove soluble impurities and air dried. The dried precipitates were collected for SEM and other characterization.

As demonstrated in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, when C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.5/2.5, flower-like clusters with a diameter of approximately 1 μm composed of nanoscale irregular flakes were observed. The density and diameter of the clusters were both reduced but the flake unit became thicker when the calcium concentration was increased. When C~Ca~/C~P~ rose to 1.7/1.3, significant differences appeared; the nanosized flake unit was increased to the micron order, and there was still a growth core. With further increases in C~Ca~/C~P~, the flower-like core dissipated, and the width and aspect ratio of the strips significantly increased. When C~Ca~/C~P~ reached 2.5/0.5, the flower-like structure was completely replaced by a stack of wide strip structures. It was worth mentioning that the morphologies of CaP synthesized in scale-up experiments matched with the microarray screening which confirmed the practicability, accuracy and reliability of our platform.Fig. 4Scale-up experiments. SEM images of CaP structures synthesized in EP tubes. (**A**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.5/0.5; (**B**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 2.1/0.9; (**C**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 1.7/1.3; (**D**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 1.3/1.7; (**E**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.9/2.1; (**F**) C~Ca~/C~P~ = 0.5/2.5.Fig. 4

[Fig. S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information provides the XRD results of CaP prepared in the scale-up experiments and microarray platform. When C~Ca~/C~P~ \< 1.3/1.7, the characteristic peaks representing the apatite phase could be readily identified in both the scale-up and screening experiments. Meanwhile, the XRD patterns of CaP synthesized with relatively high C~Ca~/C~P~ suggested that the formed CaP possessed the brushite (dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, DCPD, CaHPO~4~·2H~2~O) crystal structure. In addition, the CaP generated when C~Ca~/C~P~ = 1.3/1.7 was a mixture of both apatite and brushite, as both materials' characteristic peaks were observed in the XRD pattern in the scale-up experiment. The consistency of XRD results amongst both microarray platform and the scale-up experiments suggested the fidelity and reliability of designed platform. The Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectra of CaP samples synthesized in the scale-up experiments are shown in [Fig. S4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information. The spectra of all samples showed specific absorption peaks of calcium phosphates, at 1033, 602, and 565 cm^−1^. When C~Ca~/C~P~ was relatively high (\>1.3/1.7), a peak at 2390 cm^−1^ was observed in the FT-IR spectra, which indicated the existence of the brushite structure.

3.3. High-throughput screening the concentration of additive reagent for calcium phosphates synthesis {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To introduce multiple reagents into the research, we also designed another metal mold to fabricate PDMS chip3 and chip4, in which the holes had a uniform depth (1500 μm). [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic of the procedure for the application of this platform to other agent (*i.e.*, additives) concentration screening. Briefly, PDMS chip1 containing a cylindrical hole array with a depth gradient (the depth of the holes in each column were 500, 900, 1300, 1700, 2100 and 2500 μm and in each row were the same) and PDMS chip3 containing an array of cylindrical holes with the same depth (1500 μm) were combined. PDMS chip1 contained solution A (C~A~), while PDMS chip3 contained a mixed solution of A and C (C~A~; C~C0~). Then, PDMS chip1 was quickly flipped over and placed on PDMS chip3. Upon mixing of the solutions in the matched holes for 2 h to ensure complete diffusion between the solutions, after peeling off PDMS chip1, the holes in PDMS chip3 contained a mixed solution with solution A (C~A~) and a solution C (C~C\~~) gradient. Then, PDMS chip3 was quickly flipped over and placed on PDMS chip4 containing solution B (C~B~) fixed on a silicon substrate. Upon mixing of the solutions in the matched holes, the reaction was triggered immediately after the two solutions came into contact. After the reaction, the precipitated target product was found on the silicon substrate at the corresponding microreactor position, which means that we could obtain a product array for SEM and other characterization. Furthermore, the additive reagent concentration could be determined by calculation according to the equation below:Fig. 5Schematic overview of fabricating microreactors on a silicon substrate: PDMS chip1 and PDMS chip3 with partially perforated holes; a reactant solution was added into PDMS chip3, while a mixed solution of this reactant with the same concentration and an additive reagent was added into PDMS chip1; then, the PDMS chip1 was placed on PDMS chip3 to mix the solutions in the wells, and PDMS chip3 was reserved after mixing; PDMS chip4 with fully perforated holes containing the other reactant fixed on a silicon substrate and PDMS chip3 was placed on PDMS chip4 to mix the solutions in the wells, and the reaction was initiated after mixing; a precipitated product array could be found on the silicon substrate after reaction.Fig. 5

C~X~ is the solution concentration of additive reagent X in the microreactor; d~X~ is the depth of the holes in PDMS chip1 containing solution X, d~A~ (= 1500 μm) is the depth of the holes in PDMS chip3 containing solution A, and C~x0~ is the concentration of solution X initially added into PDMS chip1. For instance, the concentration of solution C was 5/8 C~C0~ \[C~C~ = 2500 μm/(2500 + 1500 μm) C~C0~\] for the red circled well in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

To demonstrate the function of the designed screening platform, we focused on the influence of the NaOH concentration on the synthesis of calcium phosphates micro/nanostructures. As shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, PDMS chip3 with partially perforated holes containing a 0.06 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution (pH adjusted to 4.51) was quickly flipped over and placed on PDMS chip1, which held a mixed solution of 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and 0.070 M NaOH. Upon mixing of the solutions in matched holes for 2 h to ensure complete diffusion, after peeling off PDMS chip1, the holes in PDMS chip3 contained a mixed solution with 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and a NaOH concentration gradient (0.0175, 0.0263, 0.0325, 0.0372, 0.0408 and 0.0438 M). Then, PDMS chip3 was quickly flipped over and placed on PDMS chip4 containing a 0.10 M Ca(NO~3~)~2~ solution fixed on a silicon substrate. The reaction was triggered when the two solutions came into contact, and the system was placed on a shaking table at 37 °C for 24 h. After reaction, the silicon substrate was washed and dried to obtain the desired CaP sediments. The silicon substrate with the samples was then coated with Pt for SEM scanning. To expand the research, another NaOH concentration gradient was built by adding a 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution (pH adjusted to 7.00) to PDMS chip3, while a mixed solution contained 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and 0.225 M NaOH was added into PDMS chip1, and a small NaOH concentration gradient (0.0563, 0.0844, 0.1045, 0.1195, 0.1313 and 0.1406 M) was generated. The remaining procedures remained the same as before. The SEM results are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and the NaOH concentration and pH of the mixed 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and NaOH solution in PDMS chip3 before reaction are listed in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Fig. 6SEM images of CaP structures synthesized in the microarray platform for screening of a NaOH concentration gradient. (**1-A**) to (**1-F**): C~P~ = 0.06 M and pH~01~ = 4.51 in PDMS chip3 with C~P~ = 0.06 M and C~NaOH~ = 0.070 M in PDMS chip1; from A to F, the depths of the holes in PDMS chip1 varied from low to high; (**2-A**) to (**2-F**) C~P~ = 0.06 M and pH~02~ = 7.00 in PDMS chip3 with C~P~ = 0.06 M and C~NaOH~ = 0.225 M PDMS chip1; from A to F, the depths of the holes in PDMS chip1 varied from low to high.Fig. 6Table 2NaOH concentration and pH of the mixed 0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ and NaOH solution in PDMS chip3 for reaction.Table 2PDMS chip1Depth (mm)PDMS chip3Depth (mm)NaOH concentration (M) in mixed PDMS chip3pH of mixed PDMS chip31-A0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~/0.070 M NaOH0.50.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ pH = 4.511.50.01756.941-B0.90.02637.601-C1.30.03258.351-D1.70.03728.731-E2.10.04088.921-F2.50.04389.092-A0.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~/0.225 M NaOH0.50.06 M (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ pH = 7.001.50.05639.412-B0.90.084410.022-C1.30.104510.722-D1.70.119511.412-E2.10.131311.792-F2.50.140612.03

As observed in [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, when a high amount of NaOH was added into the reaction system, the formed CaP exhibited a flower-like structure, and the morphology changed slightly when more NaOH was introduced into the reaction. For instance, the density and diameter of the flower clusters both increased when more NaOH was involved. When the acidic phosphate solution was mixed with NaOH, the flower-like structure shrunk to a porous spherical structure, and the diameter of the spheres decreased while the pores inside them increased and the spheres eventually disaggregated in weakly alkaline to neutral environments.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

The colorant mixing experiment showed that this microarray platform could generate a stable concentration gradient. As shown in [Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information, a clear color changing gradient was presented; from left to right, the color of the microreactors ranged from dark cyan to deep green and ultimately a pale green tone since the microreactors in the upper PDMS chip1 contained a brilliant blue pigment whose concentration was reduced from left to right, while the situation of PDMS chip2 below was the exact opposite. Additionally, the color change was intensified by the contrast between it and a piece of white filter paper under PDMS chip1 ([Fig. S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplementary Information), and it was also notable that the solution color only changed in the horizontal direction, while in the vertical direction, the color in each column remained consistent. This suggested that the formed concentration gradient was reliable and stable.

The morphology of the CaP structures obtained in the microarray platform ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and EP tubes ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) under the same conditions showed a certain uniformity. Flower-like structures were obtained under low Ca/P conditions and changed to long strip structures with increasing Ca/P. The details might be slightly different; however, the overall morphological change trends matched, which confirmed the dependability and practicability of the designed screening platform.

The consistency of XRD results amongst both microarray platform and the scale-up experiments also suggested the fidelity and reliability of designed platform. The changing point of the CaP morphology in both [Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} was at Ca/P = 1.7/1.3, which also matched the XRD results of the samples synthesized in the scale-up experiments and the platform. The XRD patterns of the samples formed under low Ca/P conditions showed some characteristic peaks of apatite, such as the reflection peak at 25°--27° corresponding to the 002 plane and broad peak at 30°--35° corresponding to the 211 + 300 planes \[[@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25]\]. This helped prove the former conclusion that the main phase of the Ca/P samples synthesized in low Ca/P conditions can be indexed to apatite. In addition, for brushite, XRD reflection peaks at 11.6°, corresponding to the 020 plane, 23.6°, corresponding to the 040 plane, and 29.3°, corresponding to the 112 plane, were observed \[[@bib26],[@bib27]\]. When Ca/P = 1.3/1.7, the XRD pattern showed the characteristic peaks of the apatite and brushite structures, and when Ca/P was increased to 1.7/1.3, only brushite peaks were found in the XRD pattern. This was also the reaction condition when the peak at 2390 cm^−1^ was observed in the FT-IR spectrum, and the peak at 2390 cm^−1^ was caused by O--H internal bending vibration in the HPO4^2−^ group \[[@bib28]\], indicating the existence of brushite.

The morphology and crystal structure changes were driven by the reaction kinetics. The CaP salt system contained apatite, tribasic calcium phosphate (TCP), crystalline octacalcium phosphate (OCP), dicalcium phosphate dihydrate (DCPD, aka brushite), etc. \[[@bib27],[@bib29]\]. Therefore, during the crystallization process, the concentrations of Ca^2+^, PO~4~^3−^ and pH (OH^−^) could influence the crystalline phase transition because a concentration change could affect the degree of supersaturation, and an increased supersaturation degree would lead to nucleation and crystal growth \[[@bib25],[@bib30],[@bib31]\]. The final morphology of the crystal was determined by the anisotropy of the individual crystal plane growth rates \[[@bib32],[@bib33]\]. This system contained Ca--P~6~O~24~ (*c* axis) and OH^−^-Ca^2+^ (*a*, *b* axes). The Ca--P~6~O~24+~ complex anion was relatively stable as a result of the CaP crystal growing along the *c* axis, and a strip-like structure was formed \[[@bib34],[@bib35]\]. On the other hand, (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution is an alkaline solution; thus, there would be more OH^−^ in the system, which would generate OH^−^-Ca^2+^, and the crystal would also grow along the *a* and *b* axes \[[@bib35]\]. This was the reason why flower-like and sphere structures tended to form at increased (NH~4~)~2~HPO~4~ solution concentration and NaOH concentration.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

We presented a microarray platform and parallel experiments with similar reaction conditions can be carried out on this platform synthesizing a series of aiming samples in a single experiment. By generating gradient of interest parameter, range of conditions to obtain different product morphologies could be quickly identified. Different phases of micro/nanosized calcium phosphates structures with diverse morphologies were synthesized when the experimental conditions (*i.e.*, reaction concentration, pH) were screened on our platform. The morphologies of CaP particles were strongly influenced by the Ca/P concentration ratio and NaOH concentration. And the scale-up experiments proved the practicability, accuracy and reliability of the microarray platform. This technique is expected to accelerate the research process, optimize the reactive conditions and provide mass data for future machine learning. This is a universal technique and is also expected to apply to other systems for high-throughput screening of reaction conditions related to the production of various structure.
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[^1]: ^a^The boxed C~Ca~/C~P~ ratios match the C~Ca~/C~P~ ratios in the preliminary horizontal experiment.
